
policy and practice; these constitute the HI-Impact Index.
Eight countries participated in pretesting the HI-Impact Index.
InfAct country representative found the HIS evaluation tool
user friendly and the time needed to fill the evaluation
acceptable. They noted however the need to refine the auditing
guidelines further as to who shall be responsible for
conducting the evaluation (i.e. multistakeholder evaluation
vs. single governing body), and which type of population
health data sources should be included as part of the
evaluation.
Conclusions:
Knowledge translation facilitates the implementation of
practices that will benefit population health and well-being.
The HI-Impact Index addresses a growing demand for more
transparency and accountability in the use of HI and scientific
evidence within countries. Next steps consist in further
piloting the HI-Impact Index for use in specific health areas
(i.e. maternal and child health, cancer, antimicrobial
resistance).
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Background:
Health information systems (HIS) play a key role in providing
information for decision-making. Europe lacks of an inte-
grated HIS on non-communicable diseases (NCD) and Health

Systems Performance (HSP) able to compare health problems
across countries. NCDs are the main contributor to the EU-
burden of disease, including the highest mortality rates. There
is a general agreement among public health policy makers and
researchers on the need of an integrated EU health information
(HI) infrastructure to monitor risk factors, NCD and HSP.
Such infrastructure would provide common inputs for public
health and research to prioritize health policies. However,
there is no EU-EEA consensus on how to go forward with this
initiative.
Methods:
The Information for Action (InfAct) project is aimed at
establishing a sustainable HI infrastructure on HIS and HSP by
cataloging resources, experience, research capacities and
expertise into a ’one-stop shop’. Significant political will is
needed to support and systematically feed a functional and
permanent governance structure. InfAct provides a ground for
Member States to discuss and generate consensus through two
main boards: 1) Technical Dialogues (TD), composed by
national experts, to discuss scientific aspects, feasibility and
added value; and 2) Assembly of Members (AoM) where
political representatives from Ministries of Health and
Research provide the framework of political acceptance and
guarantee of implementation and future development.
Results:
Both boards reveal different interests and concerns. The AoM
rather focused on resources and necessary political decisions
based on expected returns. The TD focused on feasibility
aspects and new adaptations required from current systems.
The feedback provided by both boards is key to develop a
sustainable EU-HIS infrastructure.
Conclusions:
The TD and the AoM are key forums to provide feedback,
guidance and advocacy to build a sustainable EU-HIS
infrastructure
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Analysis of health inequalities is commonly done through
comparisons across social identities or positions across a
single axis (e.g., by gender, ethnoracial group, immigration
status and age separately). While comparisons across
some of these axes may suggest differences related to
biology (e.g., ageing or cumulative exposures), many are
important social determinants of health. Here numeric
inequalities may serve as indicators of social equity issues
that impact health.
Intersectionality is a theoretical framework originating
within feminist legal theory, but that has been incorporated
across many disciplines. Its focus on impacts of social power,
heterogeneity of experiences and outcomes, and specificity
of experiences within intersectional groups have all reso-
nated within public health. While it has been highly
influential within qualitative research, the incorporation of
intersectionality in quantitative research is more recent. This
has raised questions regarding best (or even appropriate)
practices for research design, measurement, and statistical
analysis.
Intercategorical approaches to intersectionality focus on
examining outcomes and effects across cross-stratified social
groups, whereas intracategorical approaches focus on

heterogeneity within a population sub-group. As public
health researchers, this allows us to move beyond single-axis
analyses of inequalities to examine how health may be shaped
differently at different intersectional positions (e.g., for young
immigrant Asian men). This provides the potential for
descriptive analyses of inequalities that more accurately
capture health risks by avoiding assumptions that average
differences for each axis can be simply summed. Moreover, this
provides the potential for analytic studies identifying potential
causal drivers of such inequalities that may serve as interven-
tion targets.
In this skills-building workshop, we begin with an overview
of considerations in incorporating intersectionality into
public health, as well as frameworks for distinguishing
intra- and intercategorical approaches, and descriptive and
analytic intersectional studies. We then present a deeper
examination of the statistical and pragmatic performance of
seven different statistical approaches to intercategorical
descriptive data analysis, with applications for large popula-
tion health surveys or administrative data sets. Workshop
participants will work in small groups to approach
case studies of applications to population survey data, in
order to better understand analysis options in comparison
with those obtained through more standard single-axis
analyses.
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